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ERASMUS
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University of Granada (Spain)

Field of study

Philosophy

Semester

Fall term 2013 and Spring term 2014

Name und E-Mail (optional)

teresamsg9@gmail.com

General impression

Luzern was for me an mazing experience because of a lot of reasons. Study in other

Please describe your stay in 4-5

system and in different language improves your knowledge and your personality.

sentences

Living outside your own country allow you to learn important values according to
understand and respect others.

Entry/ arrival in Switzerland

Is the only thing that I could claim, because I get my Visa without any problem, but

Immigration formalities, visa

later I had have some problems with the recognition of the health insurance without
any reason, because other students in the same situation as me didn’t have it also
having the same official formulary and insurance.

Searching for rooms/ accommo-

Was really good, and because of the University informative program I don’t have any

dation

problem. The organization is really good.

Experiences and useful addresses
Public transportation

Really usefully and without any problems to understand the transport-system .

Train, bus, accessibility of university
buildings
Prearrangements

Everything good, but the only problem that being from Philosophy degree I get some

Registration for courses, language

difficulties to find some course without the necessity of coming to a master level, so

tests, academic records

some of them were really difficult to me. But in the other hand, helps me to improve
my German language and improve my student level.

Information on university

Really good and really confortable. The location of the University is idyllically, close to

Location, size, infrastructure

the main points of the city.

German course at the university

Really good, and with a well development and organization.

„German for Beginners“ visited?
Content of course, usage
Studying at the university

Interesting according to the content and the topics. About the credits really different to

Content of lectures, credits,

my own system, maybe the lessons need more credits.

assessments
Assistance at the university

Really good, I’m really glad to had a responsible student advisor and really patient.

Student advisors, Mobility Office,

Also the same to the Mobility office. The only claim is about the mentors coming from

mentors, contact with other students

the student that was absolutely disfuctional because, in chase she wasn’t at the city
when I need her.

Budgeting

Really expensive.

Living costs, study material,
money transfer
Living/ leisure
Meeting places, sports, culture

Beautiful and different.

Comparison

the lesson system. Some teachers seem to be that they don’t take care about the

What is better/ worse at the Univer-

students in the sense that the lessons have really different structure at my own uni-

sity of Lucerne compared to your

versity.

home university?
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